CLAW doesn’t really have a physical address, it’s on Durban Deep mining property, off some no-name roads on a secure site used in uranium mining on the outskirts of Roodepoort. This map is very accurate and if you follow it, you won’t get lost! Durban Deep mines can be found on many maps.

Drive away from Johannesburg towards Randfontein, down Main Reef Road. The best is to try and stay in the middle lane! You will go through several robots including the turn-off to Dobsonville before coming to the Miles Stoker circle. Continue straight across the circle over a single track railway track (note, speed limit changes from 80 to 60km/h). Road takes a bend. Turn LEFT at the first traffic light (there is a white wall with a diamond design logo on the top on the LHS of the road at this intersection, also a hand made sign about some dance venue). Drive about 100m and take the first road LEFT (very small narrow and fairly inconspicuous road with Pylons). Drive down this short little road (there’s a big field on your left and homes on your right) take the bend in the road and you come to a few road islands in an intersection, turn RIGHT. You will face a road in the shape of a horseshoe with derelict mining buildings on both sides. Park as close to the apex of the road. Do not be deceived by the state of decay, security is good, there are cameras. The CLAW gate is at the apex (there is a sign which says something about no jobs being available...). Ring the buzzer for security to let you in. Turn immediately left and go through a small metal gate. On the second entrance is the CLAW office (there is a big sign on the wall) or walk down to the metal fence and gate on your LHS.

**Business Hours:**

**Weekdays:** 8:00AM - 4:30PM
**Weekends:** 10:00AM - 1PM

e-mail: clawsouthafrica@gmail.com
Web: www.claw-sa.org

**Phone Numbers:**
**Office:** 011 763 1638
**Emergencies:** 082 926 3627
**Fax:** 011 672 1604